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The music at your reception is a very important part of
your day, no-one wants a DJ that hogs the
microphone all night or plays music that doesn't suit
your tastes.

With a large pool of DJs available that play in some of
the largest nightlife venues in the South West, feel
safe knowing that we can match you to the right DJ
for your reception.

In addition to the DJ, having a high-quality sound
system that sounds and looks the part is essential too.
With multiple setups to suit any venue size, we've got
the right option for you!

Sound
& DJ

Available Sound Systems
Column Speakers
- Small and Sleak
- Perfect For LiveDJ/Bands
- Small/Medium Venues

PA Speakers
- Loud
- Perfect for LiveDJ/Bands
- Small/Medium Venues

Line Array
- Loud and Bassy
- Perfect for LiveDJ/Bands
- Medium/Large Venues

Silent Disco Headphones

Sound
& DJ

- 3 Different Music Sources
- Multiple Music Genres
- Reduce Noise Pollution

It's a common misconception that all lighting is the
same. Lighting enhances the theme, design, and
overall ambiance of your reception.

Creating a visually stunning atmosphere instead of
the usual mobile DJ equipment is what we do.

We take high-quality equipment that is typically used
in large festival productions and utilise the visually
stunning light effects to wow your guests.

From small to large venues, we've got many unique
lighting setups that can be customised to suit the
music style or general feel of your wedding theme.

Lighting

Fancy a nightclub vibe with lots of strobe lighting, or a
more relaxed live band with traditional tungsten
halogen stage lighting with festoon? Anything is
possible.

Don't stop there ...

We also provide staging, DJ booths, up lighters, and
LOVE Letters (Rustic, Classic, and Colour Changing).

Lighting

Special FX is a stunning way to add that spark
to your day. From atmospheric effects such as
haze/smoke to crowd stunning effects such as
confetti cannons and streamers. We've got lots
of options for small to large venues.

Available FX:
Cold Spark Fountains
Confetti (CO2)
Confetti (Electric Fire)
Confetti (Instant Shot)
Streamers
CO2 Jets
CO2 Gun
Fire

Special
FX

Struggling to find the right artist for your event?

Finding the right style of musician can be hard, do you
want a band, or a small ensemble, or even a soloist.

Not only can we help you source the right artist, but we
can also provide all the equipment they will need as well
as sound engineers.

Have a larger budget and fancy a celebrity DJ or Band?
With many years of experience working in the event
industry, We've worked alongside many artists and their
management agencies.

It is not totally impossible to book a famous artist for your
wedding, speak to our events team with as much notice
as possible to discuss the possibility of booking your

Live
Artists

favourite artist.

Chocolate fountains are a fun and easy way to
keep your guest's sweet tooth satisfied.

With strong relationships with some of the
finest chocolatiers in Belgium, France, and
Britain; We're able to source many different
types of chocolate to suit your guests' tastes
and dietary requirements.

Our main fountain (pictured below) is our huge
seven-tier chocolate fountain which towers at
an amazing height of over 130cm.

Additionally, we offer smaller four-tier
chocolate fountains allowing for different types
of chocolate to be served at once.

Sweets
&
Treats

Partnered with our small chocolate fountains, We also
offer sweet carts featuring locally produced sweet treats
including donuts, brownies, and muffins alongside savory
snacks such as pretzels and biscuits.

But it's not just chocolate fountains.

Traditional pick-n-mix style sweet carts with vintage glass
jars and pinstripe paper bags are available with over one
hundred choices of sweets from all over the world.

Still not enough? We also offer candyfloss machines and
Popcorn machines

Sweets
&
Treats

Fancy a change of pace?
Want to offer something unique to your
wedding?

Why not offer a cinema experience for your
guests! This could be your favourite films, home
movies, live sport, or even big-screen karaoke!

Alternatively, keep the kids busy with Disney
classic or even the latest cartoons.

With a large variety of screen sizes for both
indoor and outdoor uses. Why not bolt on this
unique experience.

Indoor/
Outdoor
Cinemas

A very popular service for us is providing festoon
and fairy lighting to dress wedding venues and
outdoor spaces.

A very simple yet unique atmospheric lighting effect
that can entirely change the entire feel of your day.

With hundreds of meters of festoon and kilometers
of fairy lights in different colours, temperatures and
lengths are available.

We also have a range of glass table center pieces
featuring copper fairy lights and electric candles to
match with the festoon hung around the venue.

Festoon
&
Fairylights

Additional Services
Please see below a list of additional services that we
offer as standard, please be aware that if you are
looking for something not on the list, please speak to
our events team who will be able to help!

Mobile Bars

Mirrorballs

Fireworks

Dancing on clouds

Dancefloors

Generator Hire

Festival Flags

Outdoor lighting

Toilet Hire

Projection-mapping

Snow Machines

Photo memory wall

Bubble Machines

Postboxes

Balloon drops/archways

& Much More

Everything
else ...

Due to the nature of weddings and how unique every
single event is, we find that simply listing pricing can be
misleading at times.

At StrikeFX we handle every wedding on a case-by-case
bespoke basis.

Many factors affect the pricing of a service, from the
number of guests, to the location of your venue, to the
schedule of your day.

Our events team works flexibly with budgets and will
always strive to make the best possible package for your
special day.

If you're interested in any of our services, please contact
us at info@strikefx.co.uk or via our website strikefx.co.uk.

Alternatively, arrange a face to face video call or
telephone call via our direct line - 07932 356 867

Pricing

Thank you for taking the time to read through our brochure.

As you will see, we do not just offer one thing and have a long list of suppliers that we
work with on a regular basis. If you require any service for your wedding, please feel
free to talk to our events team.

Just because we don't list it, doesn't mean we don't offer it!
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